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8/1/07 8/1/07 MEMORIAL DR / WESTERN AVESUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY CLOSED12:15 AM 12:15 AM CAMBRIDGE
Officers observed a group of individuals attempting to remove a sign from the construction site. Officers spoke to the    
individuals and sent them on their way.                                                                                   

LEWIS INTERNATIONAL LAW CENTER
8/1/07 8/1/07 1557 MASSACHUSETTS AVESUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY CLOSED6:42 AM 6:42 AM CAMBRIDGE

Officers dispatched to a report that an individual approached another individual twenty minutes prior stating that they   
were going to harm other people. Officers arrived and searched the area for the individual with negative results.         

MCCOLLUM CENTER
8/1/07 8/1/07 45 HARVARD WAYHAZARDOUS CONDITION CLOSED10:24 AM 10:24 AM ALLSTON

Officer observed a large trailer truck off loading pallets of bricks in the parking lot and a construction worker         
directing traffic. Officer then observed a cement truck pull up the walkway and block the way for pedestrian traffic.     
Officer spoke with management and they were informed they would need a police detail for work scheduled in the future.    

NEWELL BOATHOUSE
8/1/07 8/1/07 765 SOLDIERS FIELD RDTHEFT REPORT CLOSED10:28 AM 10:28 AM ALLSTON

Officers dispatched to a report of vandalism. Officers arrived and spoke to the reporting party who stated they observed  
an unknown individual reaching into a vehicle's window that had been smashed. The reporting party stated that they yelled 
to the individual and then the individual got into their vehicle and fled the area. Officers observed a book bag outside  
the driver's side front door. Officers spoke to the owner of the vehicle who stated that the book bag was on the floor    
under the driver's side seat when they last left their vehicle. The owner of the vehicle stated that nothing was missing  
from their vehicle.                                                                                                       

8/1/07 8/1/07 SOLDIERS FIELD RDASSIST STATE POLICE CLOSED11:03 AM 11:03 AM ALLSTON
Officer approached by an individual who stated that another individual was after them because they had just pushed them.  
The reporting party stated that while jogging an individual on a bicycle rode right at them so the reporting party stated 
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that they called them a name. The reporting party stated that the individual then rode back towards them and began        
flailing their arms and swearing at them. The reporting party then stated that they pushed the individual. The State      
Police were notified of the incident and took over the scene when they arrived.                                           
                                                                                                                          

8/1/07 8/1/07 AVE LOUIS PASTEUR/LONGWOOD AVEASSIST BOSTON POLICE CLOSED12:41 PM  12:41 PM BOSTON
Officer assisted BPD with an arrest.                                                                                      

KENNEDY SCHOOL
8/1/07 8/1/07 79 JFK STTHEFT REPORT OPEN1:21 PM 10:05 AM - 12:35 PM CAMBRIDGE

Officer dispatched to take a report of a stolen unattended and unsecured red Lodis wallet valued at $100.00 that contained
credit cards, $13.00 cash, identification cards, a license, $3.00 in change, a passport, and a red Lodis passport case    
valued at $50.00.                                                                                                         

AU BON PAIN
8/1/07 8/1/07 1360 MASSACHUSETTS AVESUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY CLOSED1:47 PM 1:47 PM CAMBRIDGE

Officer dispatched to take a report of harassment. Officer arrived and spoke to the reporting party and reports the       
situation straightened itself out.                                                                                        

HUPD HQ GARAGE
8/1/07 8/1/07 1033 MASSACHUSETTS AVEMOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENT CLOSED3:16 PM 3:16 PM CAMBRIDGE

Officer took a report of a motor vehicle accident with no personal injuries.                                              

KRESGE
8/1/07 8/1/07 677 HUNTINGTON AVESUSPICIOUS PACKAGE CLOSED3:36 PM 3:36 PM BOSTON

Officer dispatched to a report of a suspicious unattended bag. Officer arrived and reports the bag was not suspicious and 
it was returned to the owner.                                                                                             
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HARKNESS COMMONS
8/1/07 7/20/07 14 EVERETT STTHEFT REPORT CLOSED4:30 PM 12:30 AM - 3:00 PM CAMBRIDGE

Officer dispatched to take a report of a stolen unattended and unsecured silver Samsung A970 cell phone valued at $200.00.

BROADWAY GARAGE
8/1/07 8/1/07 7 FELTON STTHEFT REPORT CLOSED6:14 PM 8:00 AM  - 6:00 PM CAMBRIDGE

Officer dispatched to take a report of property damage. Officer arrived and spoke to the reporting party who stated that  
their right passenger window was damaged. The reporting party stated that nothing is missing from their vehicle.          
                                                                                                                          
UPDATE 8/3/07: Upon further investigation this report has been re-classified from Property Damage to Theft Report.        

WEEKS BRIDGE
8/1/07 8/1/07 1 MEMORIAL DRFIELD INTERVIEW CLOSED6:58 PM 6:58 PM CAMBRIDGE

Officers observed a group of six individuals smoking what appeared to be a class D substance. A field interview was       
conducted and each individual was run for wants/warrants with negative results and sent on their way. Officers confiscated
the class D substance.                                                                                                    

BERENS TENNIS COURT
8/1/07 8/1/07 79 N HARVARD STTHEFT REPORT CLOSED8:11 PM 6:00 PM  - 8:00 PM ALLSTON

Officer dispatched to take a report of a stolen unattended and unsecured white and black purse valued at $50.00 that      
contained a crimson colored wallet valued at $200.00, credit cards, two health insurance cards, an identification card,   
keys, $4.00 cash, and a pink TMobile cell phone valued a $100.00.                                                         
                                                                                                                          
UPDATE 9/11/07: Pending any further information this case is closed.                                                      


